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As an author, we are held ________________ for what we write as much as any teacher or pastor is. We need to consider this a ________________ and a ________________. What we write can and does impact lives whether we think it does or not.

****

People are reading __________ you are writing in the way you ________________.

****

We need two things to make it in this crazy world.

1. A ______________ relationship with God
2. ______________.

Our relationship with God.

- The role of the ______________ (John 16:5-15)
- The ______________ can be ________

Ideas for maintaining this:

- Journaling
- Devotional books
- Reading Scripture (key!)
  - SOAP
    - S
    - O
    - A
    - P
  - ACTS
    - A
    - C
    - T
    - S
- Proverbs
- One word:
1. Mentoring

2. Accountability

3. Time to Evaluate:
   - One Word? Why, what Does God want to do in and thru You this year?
   - Gauges
   - Who’s your Sam?